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First words
Welcome to the first edition of c’llr magazine in 2014. It’s already shaping up to
be a busy and significant year for local government, particularly with the last
local elections before the 2015 general election, writes Jonathan Carr-West.

Keep local on the
national agenda
T

he fact that these elections
are being held on the
same day as the European
elections throws
an
additional element of uncertainty
into the mix and this year, as last
year, we can expect UKIP to be
a significant factor - though how
far they will disrupt the three
established parties’ control of local
government remains to be seen.
We are also seeing the beginnings of pre-election jostling
across a number of areas of
local government concern, most
notably social care, housing and
welfare. All of which LGiU has
worked on recently.
The Labour Party has launched
a review of local government
finance, as has CIPFA and the LGA.

we’ve also been concerned
recently with personal finance.
In January we held the first
national Personal Debt Summit in
association with StepChange the
debt advice charity. You can read
more about this elsewhere in this
edition of c’llr but it became clear
that councils could play a much
more proactive role in helping
people to avoid and manage
problem debt by using data more
effectively, intervening earlier and
referring citizens to decent advice.
As well as trying to create local
economic conditions that remove
some of the financial pressures on
communities.
A more interventionist approach
to building people’s financial
capacity is not without it’s problems,
but it foreshadows
a different way of
working for councils
that we’re very interested in at LGiU: a way
of working that is less
about delivery and
more about facilitation, stimulation and
exchange?
That’s an approach that has
informed a lot of our recent work
including our forthcoming publication with CAMRA on how councils
can support community pubs.
And of course councillors are
central to this way of working: they’re
the vital link between communities
and institutions, between citizens
and the local state.
But their role is often under
appreciated. That’s why for the fifth
consecutive year we’re running the
only national councillor awards.
They’ll be plenty more about this
in forthcoming issues of c’llr,
but we’re excited to have a huge

“Councillors are the vital
link between communities
and institutions, between
citizens and the local state.”
For the third year running the
LGiU and the MJ have conducted
a major finance survey (you can
see the detailed results on our
website). This suggests a widespread view that local government
finance needs root and branch
reform. It is to be hoped therefore
that the current reviews begin
with an all options on the table
look at local spending and income
raising powers rather than simply
tinkering around the edges of the
current system.
LGiU will be returning to the
issue of local government finances
over the course of the year but

number of really excellent entries
that have given the judges a really
tough time this year. We’re looking
forward to the ceremony on 25
February at which we’re delighted
that the Secretary of State will be
presenting the awards again.
Readers of this magazine will
need no convincing of how important the role of councillors is and
how much good work they do, but
we’re committed to making the
case more widely.

We’ll also be continuing to
press for more power and more
responsibility for local authorities.
In the run up to elections there’s an
unfortunate tendency for all three
political parties to over emphasise
central policies. We along with
others will keep raising our voices
to argue that the best solution to
complex problems are found locally
and that it is to local government
that our national leaders should be
looking for inspiration.
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Chris Game’s

Reality check
Michael Payne is
deputy leader of
Gedling and an
LGiU vice chair.

After the Scottish
question – the
English question
On 18 September people in Scotland will vote to decide the political
future of their nation, this island.
If they vote in the belief that we
are better together, the United
Kingdom will still need radical
reform if the Union is to endure. The
simple truth is that UK institutions
are too English for the nations,
while failing to reflect increasing
national feeling in England.
Let’s start with some of the symbolic
confusion. The central bank of the
UK is the Bank of England. There are
Secretaries of State for Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland, but not England.
It is the national anthem of the United
Kingdom that will play as the England
football team kicks off in Brazil.
Britain has always been full of
contradictions and quirky conventions, but symbolic, as many of
these anomalies seem they must
be addressed if we are to build a
stronger Union. That must mean
further and greater devolution to the
towns, cities and regions of England
as well as to the nations.
The issue of English identity
doesn’t only preoccupy the minds of
Westminster. In a survey conducted by
the IPPR in November 2012, people in
England identified themselves more
as English than British. Importantly
they felt dissatisfied with the constitutional position of England in the UK.
None of the major Westminster
parties has a settled answer to the
‘West Lothian’ question or to the fact
that London and South East England
continue to economically spin away
from the rest of country. Clear and
radical devolution to English regions
would not only build a stronger United
Kingdom, it would help create the
re-balanced economy we so desperately need.
Some of the symbolic steps
required in achieving a stronger
United Kingdom can be done quickly
and with little cost. That pan UK public
institutions should have names that
reflect this is simple and irrefutable.
Meaningful constitutional reform
is key too. Lords reform has to be
based on strong regional and national
foundations; the Joint Ministerial
Committee between the devolved
administrations and UK Government
needs to regularly meet and be given
a clear constitutional position and
power must be devolved in England
too to build a more perfect union.
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Local
Government
arginalia

A

s an elector to the world’s
largest, and arguably most
over-sized,
democratic
legislature, I’ve never felt that
strongly about the convention that MPs
resign their council seats directly they
enter the Commons or, increasingly,
immediately following their candidate
selection.
Indeed, I applaud the rare exceptions
who don’t – like David Drew, former Labour
Member for Stroud, who retained his town
council membership while at Westminster,
then almost straightaway returned to
Stroud DC.
It gives a useful additional local government voice in Parliament, and, while some
countries deploy legal bans, our more
relaxed view of what is usually termed a
dual mandate seems to fit our political
culture.
MEPs can’t now be national MPs,
which is surely reasonable. But the odd
MP/councillor – and even the 2,000+ dual
council members, though often resented
by other councillors – seems better left
to party recruiters. At least, that’s what I
thought until I learned what’s happening in
Northern Ireland.
I’m not talking about the Assembly
– although following the 2010 General
Election, while there were no longer any
Scottish or Welsh MPs sitting in their
devolved legislatures, 16 of the 18 NI MPs

were Stormont Assembly members. There
were also 59 Assembly Members also
serving as councillors, compared to just 5
and 4 in Scotland and Wales.
So ingrained is the practice in the
province that they have their own jargon:
‘double-jobbing’ – which even sounds
tackier than ‘dual mandate’. Tacky or
not, it’s about to go – all of it. A Stormont
Member will no longer be able to double as
MP, MEP, or Lord – or as one of the 462
members of the 11 new (initially shadow)
councils to be elected in May to replace
the present 26 districts and their 582
councillors.
Such changes are always anticipated,
though rarely as brazenly as here. For,
as double MP/councillor allowances have
been slashed, and the scrambling for
severance packages hots up, more and
more council seats are being vacated early
– and filled by, well, co-opted allsorts.
The Belfast Telegraph reckons one in
seven councillors is now unelected, having
been selected by the parties – from, in
several cases, the former councillor’s
family – rather than by voters. So that’s
15 fewer councils, 120 fewer councillors,
potentially 80-odd by-elections … I wonder
what’s next on the democratic cuts list.
Chris Game is with the Institute of Local
Government Studies

Update – February 2014

The LGiU aims to keep councillors and those
working in local government informed about
the latest developments – here we take a look
at some of the highlights of our recent work.

What’s new
T

o start off 2014 as we mean to go on LGiU and
CAMRA held a meeting with Community Pubs
Minister Brandon Lewis to talk through the
issues councils are facing trying to keep these
vital community assets open. Camden, Kensington and
Chelsea, Islington and Cambridge all provided some
excellent ideas on how they are supporting communities
to keep pubs open. Our final report with CAMRA will be
published in the Spring. For more information contact
andrew.walker@lgiu.org.uk – and Andrew has written
about this work on page 30 of this issue.
On 21st January LGiU partnered with StepChange
to host the Personal debt summit with over 100 local
authorities and organisations in attendance. The
conference focused on how local authorities are tackling this complex issue and sought to capture different
approaches from around the country. Following the
summit LGiU will be publishing a best practice guide
for member authorities. You can read more about debt
issues later in this issue.
We have visited Canterbury and Gateshead with
Mears Group to hear from housing officers and housing
associations about how they are engaging with tenants
on the welfare reform agenda. The round table events
highlighted the work of our report Strong Foundations:
building better dialogue between tenants and
landlords. This publication can be downloaded from
www.lgiu.org.uk/publications.

In January and February we will be heading to
Parliament to hear from Brandon Lewis on the impact
of the autumn statement and this year’s formula grant
and from Lord Heseltine on his review of growth. If you
would like to attend our regular meetings with ministers
talking to local leaders and officers please contact
lizzie.greenhalgh@lgiu.org.uk.
The LGiU and CCLA c’llr Achievement Awards will
be held on 25 February. The awards aim to recognise
and reward those councillors who go over and
above what is expected of them; councillors
who show absolute dedication to their
communities and make positive change
happen to the lives of people in them.
Councillors from all over the country
will be joining us alongside the Secretary of State Eric Pickles to reveal
the winners. For more information
on the c’llr Awards please contact
lizzie.greenhalgh@lgiu.org.uk.

www.lgiu.org.uk
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Parliament
Heather Wheeler, chair of the All Party Parliamentary
Local Government Group tells us what’s been
catching her imagination in Parliament and her
constituency over the last couple of months.

Wheeler’s World
Issues of concern to and about
older people, but important to
us all, have been high on my
agenda this month. One of these
is pensions and, more specifically,
annuities.
I spoke in Westminster Hall
debate on this subject. Along with
many other MPs, I want the Treasury
to think about how it can encourage
more competition in the annuity
market.
Constituents have written to me
highlighting their concerns over
the failure of the return rate on
pension’s annuities. I agree with
them that it is not fair that someone
saves for years into a pension and,
upon retiring, buys an annuity from
their pension lump sum expecting to
get somewhere between £7,000 and
£10,000 a year to live off and only
receive between £2,000 and £4,000.
Although some positive steps
have been taken to improve the
market and more support and
advice is available to people before
they buy an annuity, there is a long
way to go.
It’s good to see that awareness of
dementia is high on the political
agenda.
The subject has received a
great deal of attention lately. In
December, the G8 summit resulted
in a declaration to build an international effort to approach the
problem of dementia together.
In the UK in 2012, Prime Minister
David Cameron launched the
dementia challenge to tackle one
of the most important issues we
face as the population ages. This is
an ambitious programme of work
designed to make a real difference
to the lives of people with dementia
and their families and carers.
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I recently took part in a Parliamentary debate on the subject that
highlighted many key problems that
the 800,000 people with dementia
face. By 2021 there will be over 1.1
million people living with dementia
in the UK.
Discretionary housing payments
are there to help the most vulnerable, so why aren’t all councils
using them?
If people are facing hardship,
including if they have been affected
by recent housing benefit changes,
discretionary housing payment
could help top-up housing benefit.
My local council, South Derbyshire,
has used 83 per cent of its allocation to help people, but I know of
some authorities that have only just
spent about 20 per cent.
Councillors reading this should
make a point of asking their executive member for finance about their
council’s allocation – and if it isn’t
being used, find out why.
With Japanese car-makers Toyota
and Futaba in my constituency I
have opportunities to get involved
with initiatives by the Japanese
embassy.
One of the most exciting schemes
sees the embassy offering money
to local schools to teach Japanese.
This is wonderful news for local
students, which I think opens up a
world of opportunity for them with
significant local employers who
operate on the world stage.
Two of my local primary schools
and one secondary have signed
up for the scheme, which as well
as cash will open doors to other
support from the embassy.

www.lgiu.org.uk

As an MP you have to stand up for
what you think is right for your
constituents, even if that’s unsettling for some.
I am standing with my local Fire
Fighters against the proposed
changes to the fire stations of South
Derbyshire. I met with members of
my local fire brigade who told me
of their concerns regarding the
proposed changes.
Having visited the Fire Station at
Melbourne and talked through the

changes I am even more convinced
that the proposals are wrong. My
view is that they are not based
on up to date facts and that they
overlooked the building of a further
6000 houses in my constituency and
disregarded any future industrial
development.
Heather Wheeler is MP for
South Derbyshire

Media watch

The news from
the streets –

O

nly once do I recall
reception offering any
further
information
about a visitor. “There’s
a gentleman who wants to see
a reporter,” said the concierge,
adding deadpan: “He’s wearing a
suit of armour.”
All human life flowed through
the front office of a busy local
paper. And visitors from time to
time did bring in a great story. Once,
arriving downstairs in foul humour
at having been dispatched yet again
by the newsdesk, I found a man who
diffidently produced some photos
he had snatched of a builder falling
off a tall building (and surviving).
Might they be of any interest? Not
only did they grace our front page
later that day, but they were on the
Daily Mirror’s the next morning.

The
move
has
sparked furious debate
in the regional press.
Is it, as some firmly
believe, one of the final
nails in the coffin of
local papers, or is it,
as others insist with
equal
vehemence,
logical recognition of the
reality of modern digital
communication? If there
is a future for traditional
local media, is this a
necessary part of it?
In fairness, many
other papers have quit
costly
town-centre
offices in favour of
cheaper premises on
soulless
industrial
estates. But, say the
Gazette’s critics, they
have at least retained
the essential esprit de
corps of a newsroom
and a footprint in the
locality. “I accept all the
arguments about new
technology,” said one
contributor to a debate
on the Hold The Front
Page website, which
covers the regional
press, “but an organisation with a business
raison d’etre of communicating to a
community – which is a physical thing
– must have some sort of physical
representation in the community it
serves.”
Francis argues that laptops and
smartphones enable his team to
keep in touch throughout the day.
As for public contact, he is planning regular open-door sessions in
community centres and churches
where people will be able to talk to
reporters. But he has told readers:

“The Gazette, has abandoned
its offices – a site where
it has been based for 150
years – and told its reporters
to work from home, coffee
shops or park benches.”
Well, there will be none of that
kind of thing in Hemel Hempstead
in future. The Hertfordshire town’s
local weekly paper, the Gazette, has
abandoned its offices – a site where
it has been based for 150 years – and
told its reporters to work from home,
coffee shops or park benches. “Like
many other organisations,” says
Gazette editor John Francis, “we’ve
realised that maintaining expensive
town-centre offices doesn’t make
sense any more.”

HARRY VENNING

literally!

Hot-desking is one thing,
but a Hertfordshire local
newspaper has gone one
step further – no-desking.
David Brindle reports.

“You can get in touch with them
wherever they are, too – they don’t
need to be in a particular place to
pick up the post any more.”
Some of Francis’s staff have
publicly backed him. Reporter David
O’Neill responded to the online
debate by saying the new arrangements were working “brilliantly”
for him. “By the end of today, I will
gave driven more than 50 miles to
meet multiple contacts face-to-face
to record video footage, take photos
and gather news stories. We live in
a multi-media age and the sooner
people get used to it, the better.”
Others will share the suspicion
that the move presages a wider
trend of newspaper office disposal
by the Johnston Press chain, which
owns the Gazette and has sold its
premises to Dacorum Borough
Council. The council’s own building
lies opposite but is to make way
for a superstore, so the authority
is moving across the road. Does
it regret rendering the local

paper homeless, intentionally or
otherwise?
“As an organisation we’re
very much in favour of remote
and flexible working, so now the
Gazette is no longer ‘over the
road’ we don’t think things will
change particularly,” says Luisa
Clarke, Dacorum’s communication and consultation officer. “We
have a good working relationship,
frequently speaking on the phone
or exchanging emails.”
But office-less journalists can
always get out of the cold and wet
into the civic centre, Clarke helpfully
adds. “Very few journalists attend
cabinet or council meetings where
we plan and debate issues which
can have a significant impact on the
local area. It would be good for local
democracy to both communicate
and challenge our work.”
David Brindle is The Guardian’s
public service editor

www.lgiu.org.uk
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Looking ahead
As we approach the last year of the
coalition government, Mark Upton looks
ahead to see what the rest of the year
holds in store for local government.

What does 2014
have in store for local government?

W

e are almost a year
away from a General
Election. As the date
is fixed (7 May 2015)
there’s no speculation when it
will be called. But everything that
happens from now on in, on the
national stage, will be conditioned
by it. None more so than the
local elections on 22 May. While
the elections to the European
Parliament – held on the same
day – might overshadow them in
potentially changing the political
weather for the Conservative
Party, they are not perceived by
the public to represent real power.
Arguably, therefore, it is the town
hall elections which will provide a
more accurate indication for what
might happen a year later. In the
meantime while Labour is likely to
make inroads at a local level, it will

8

probably be not enough to take
over the leadership of the Local
Government Association.
In the background the three
main political parties will be
preparing the ground for their
2015 manifestos. Labour has
a number of external policy
commissions which are significant to the sector: on housing,
growth, local oversight of schools,
integrating health and social care,
and on local services. The Liberal
Democrats’ Spring Conference
(7-9 March) will debate community cohesion and integration,
while the Conservative’s Policy
Forum is currently taking views
of the party’s grassroots on local
government policy. The direction
of travel for each from them will
be revealed at the autumn party
conferences, preceded by a drip
of announcements during the
course of the year.
For now there appears to be
no new significant local government reforms on the cards
coming out of Whitehall; though
further planning legislation in
the next session is likely when
the Queen gives her speech to
Parliament in early to mid-May.
As we enter into the final year
of the Coalition, the Whitehall
wheels are likely to turn more
slowly; though we are entering
unknown territory the tone
will be set by the time of the
Chancellor’s budget on 19
March.
That does not mean an
end to the constant stream
of messaging and guidance from Eric Pickles and
Brandon Lewis on their pet
topics on transparency,
parking and bin collection.
Besides, the sector has
more than enough to cope
with as headline cuts to

www.lgiu.org.uk

government grants give way to last
minute ‘stealth cuts’ found in the
footnotes of the local government
settlement. Over the next two years
the sector faces an 8.5 per cent cut
in their government grant or over

time the Chancellor delivers his
last autumn statement in first week
of December.
But autumn’s most significant
date will be 18 September, the date
of the Scottish Referendum. Will it
throw a sharper focus on the
case for devolution to cities
and local government, more
generally? Quite possibly,
for even if the Scots decide
not to cut their ties to the
United Kingdom, a close vote
is likely to lead to greater
powers transferring from
Westminster to Edinburgh.
But the likely response, at
least in the short term, to
the English question will be
some form of parliamentary fix.
The hope for the sector is that it will
just generate enough political heat
for localism to sneak into the 2015
manifestos.
What is predictable is the
unpredictable. There will be a crisis
or two over the course of the year;
whether a social care case that
goes horribly wrong or the sector
is blamed something or other by
a member of the Cabinet and an
unsympathetic national press. But
as the Hollywood awards season
gives way to local government’s
own series of red carpets beginning
with the LGIU’s own Councillor
Awards this month, followed by
the Local Government Chronicle
(12 March) and Municipal Journal
(19 June) Awards, let’s remember
that both overall winner of last
year’s Guardian Public Services
Awards and of the Public Servant
of Year Award (again scheduled for
November) came from within the
sector – a sector which has much
to be proud of.

“For now there appears
to be no new significant
local government
reforms on the cards
coming out of Whitehall.”
15 per cent if you do not count NHS
support for social care; ensuring
that financial sustainability will
be a major talking point, again,
at this year’s Local Government
Association’s Annual Conference
(8-10 July).
A brighter prospect for the
sector has been the strides it
has been taking in rethinking its
role through conurbation governance. In April we are likely to see
Combined Authorities in the North
East, Merseyside, South and West
Yorkshire following in the footsteps
of councils in Manchester. While
Local Enterprise Partnerships will
be putting their finishing touches
to their strategic economic plans
(submissions to Whitehall due in
April) all with high hopes to receive
a generous slice of the Local Growth
Fund pie in July.
Housing commentators will
have their eye on the stream of
housing supply statistics during
the course of the year culminating
in September when the Bank of
England is likely to provide its first
assessment of the ‘Help to Buy’
scheme. Any bad news on that
front will require a response by the

Mark Upton is a public policy
and public affairs consultant
and LGIU Associate.

Communications
Carol Grant was delighted to see a
council chief executive shining on
national news. What was the secret
to getting the interview so right?

She
who dares, wins.
H

ow often have you
been really impressed
after seeing a council
chief executive on the
national news? Let’s be honest,
they rarely given compelling
performances. The exception for
me has been Gillian Beasley, chief
executive of Peterborough City
Council, when she was interviewed
on Channel 4 news in January.
The
circumstances
were
horrible, and also now horribly
familiar. A group of men and
teenage boys were found guilty of a

response to the tricky questions
around race, particularly sensitive in a multi-racial area like
Peterborough.
There were some things that
worked in her favour. She has a
background in children’s law and
knows her subject. The arrests
came about after a joint police
and Peterborough City Council
investigation into the possibility of
child grooming in the city. I don’t
know the inside details of the
case. Peterborough has ordered
a serious case review but there
wasn’t the criticism
leveled at the council
that we’ve seen in
similar cases in
Oxford and Rochdale
and
Peterborough
appears to have
been proactive in
tackling the issue.
However,
even
allowing for a fair
wind, she did an
excellent job. What were the
components, and what can we all
learn from this?
Passion. Often talked about,
rarely demonstrated. If I had a £1
for every Masterchef contestant
who said they had a passion for
cooking, I could afford to eat in

“Ms Beasley got it right on all
levels – in the content and
tone of what she said and
in her response to the tricky
questions around race.”
series of rapes and sexual offences
against girls, one only 12 years
old. It was the latest in a string
of cases involving grooming and
sexual exploitation on the streets
of Britain’s towns and cities. In this
case the men were of Roma origin,
adding even more heat to the story.
Ms Beasley got it right on all
levels – in the content and
tone of what she
said and in her

Michelin-starred restaurants every
night. It’s even less convincing
when someone says they have a
‘passion for public service’, usually
delivered in an underwhelming
style. The lesson here is – show
don’t tell. If you know your subject,
believe that change can happen and
have strong personal conviction, it
will come across to your audience.
Confidence. This comes partly
from good knowledge of your
subject. But it’s also about having
confidence in your organisation and
its ability to deliver. This is where
many councils falter: what if we
can’t deliver? The response is then
to say nothing. No-one gets it right
all the time, so being confident in
apologizing and acting on problems
is also important. If you’ve got a
good brand, your reputation will
withstand short-term turbulence.
Take Nigella Lawson’s recent experience as a case in point.
Bravery. In my work I sometimes
deal with organisations which are
so risk averse that I wonder
why they have called in
communications help at
all. There is still a naivety
that media coverage can
be had by dictating the
terms – we’d like this
coverage, in this media

outlet, in this way, at this time
(despite the fact that our content is
dull and has no news value whatsoever). Or there is a reluctance to say
anything controversial for the risk
of bringing scrutiny. In this world of
24/7 news reporting, social media
and Freedom of Information, there
is no hiding place. Whether you’re
Tom Daley coming out as gay or a
council defending a controversial
decision, the learning is the same
– take control of the agenda. A willingness to get out there, to engage
in discussion and debate, gets you
out of the bunker and onto the front
foot. Fortune favours the brave.
Carol Grant is a director of
Grant Riches

www.lgiu.org.uk
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Politics
With the early shots of the General Election
campaign being fired, Oldham leader Jim McMahon
says that there’s a lot that the different parties
represented in local government have in common.
In that spirit, he’s come up with some suggestions
for issues that local leaders could discuss with their
national politicians in the run up to the next Election.

A manifesto for
local government
Fair funding

Lord Palmerston once said only
three people understood the
Schleswig-Holstein question, and
they were either mad, dead, or had
forgotten what the question was.
Any discussion of local government finance feels a bit like that.
As with any government funding
we are unlikely to completely
remove party politics from this
debate. However what we should
all try to achieve is the start of the
process that reduces the excessive concentration of power and
money in Whitehall. Now that the
Soviet Union has gone we have the
most centralised government in
the world.
In this discussion we as local
leaders have to decide how much
our revenue support systems need
to reflect need and support growth
in population. Both of these place
great demands on local authority
services. There is merit in having an
independent agency determining
the accuracy of the numerous sets
of statistics and having a wider
group of organisations involved in
the debate than just one Secretary
of State at the DCLG.
But RSG is only part of the
debate; we need to be much more
confident about local government
having a greater influence over
Business rates and how we can
reward those communities willing
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to support business development.
We also need to completely transform the incentives available to
support new housing development
if any party is really serious about
building the number of homes this
country really needs.

Economic freedoms

I am the leader of Oldham. 100
years ago we were one of the
world’s richest towns. Times
have changed and we need to
rebuild our future. Despite the
best intentions of Policy Exchange
and The Economist, northern
towns do have potential and can
provide great opportunities for
their residents. But to do that we
have to have greater freedom to
determine our own destinies both
individually and in combination
with other local councils.
Here in Greater Manchester we
have worked cross-party to create
one of the most successful City
Regions in the country, yet too
much of what we want to achieve is
frustrated by central government
procedures designed for a long
gone age. We are making constant
efforts to expand local spending
powers, for example with a recent
Greater Manchester combined
bid to DWP for localised Work
Programme spending control, but
councils across the country need
more and faster. Place-based
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budgeting has the potential to
transform public services in many
areas but this requires a level of
trust in local authorities that I am
not sure government is willing to
extend to us yet. We need to make
a national case for prudential and
effective borrowing by local councils to re-build our infrastructure
and create the jobs in the new
industries that provide a future for
our residents.
London for example has a
highly effective and well integrated public transport system
which is a result of a system of
public regulation and subsidy. It
is not unreasonable that other city
regions in England have the same
opportunity.
At the head of every example
of successful local regeneration
is a strong and visionary elected
mayor or leader. Local leaders
must be better supported to drive
forward the changes they know
need to be made to improve their
local areas.
Our vision is quite rightly
different from what is needed
in other parts of the country.
However all too often we have
national ‘one size fits all’ business and industrial strategies. We
have to build coalitions with local
businesses and entrepreneurs to
challenge this wasteful mindset.
Also let’s have a level playing field

when it comes to the provision of
public services. I am content that
Oldham and any public-sector
consortium is subject to public
scrutiny and FOI requests. It’s
about time that G4, AfE, et al were
subject to the same scrutiny of
their use of public funds.
While I respect and admire
what my colleagues in Scotland
and Wales have achieved, it is
now about time we had a serious
discussion on the potential for
devolution of spending and taxation to English cities and counties.

Public spending

We know that the forecasts for
public spending remain bleak.
However as local leaders we can
and should expect a greater influence on the level of public spending
in our localities. Currently over 80
per cent of public spending in our
local council areas is determined
by priorities other than those
set by local councils. The Total
Place project and the roll out of
Community Budgeting indicate
the massive potential for greater
efficiencies and better outcomes.
What is also evident is that
there are numerous professional
vested interests determined to
remain within their silos regardless of the clear benefits to
residents of joint working and
partnerships. Health and social

Politics

“We need to make a national case for prudential and
effective borrowing by local councils to re-build
our infrastructure and create the jobs in the new
industries that provide a future for our residents.”
care is one of the most obvious
and immediate areas where local
councils can articulate a clear
vision. To effect this change will
not be easy. There is considerable mistrust at both local and
national levels of the ability of
local councils to steer and direct a
whole range of public services. We
have to lead by example and earn
the trust of local residents. At the
moment the debate is dominated

by Westminster based think tanks
and lobbyists who have a strong
preference for centralised decision making. We in local government need to broaden the debate
and provide local leadership of the
current alphabet soup of unaccountable and competing agencies delivering public services.
As local leaders we also have to
face a fundamental truth that all
too often we have been let down

by ‘friendly fire’
from our side. On
too many occasions
we have failed to
present our case
effectively
both
within our parties
and
within
the
media,
allowing
ourselves to be characterised as
prophets of doom or as advocates
for the old ways. The committee
system has gone and was only
a means of keeping councillors
busy in the town hall and away
from the real decision making
process. We also have to be much
more ruthless with councillors
who fail to live up to appropriate
standards of conduct and through
the LGA with councils who are

an embarrassment to the sector.
And we have to develop a robust
peer review system to encourage
innovation
and
send
early
warning signals where there are
performance issues in particular
councils.
General Elections are by their
nature a rough and tumble affair
with usually little hope of rational
debate. But we have to play our
part in putting forward a manifesto for change and renewal of
local government.
Jim McMahon is Leader of Oldham,
Chair of the Co-operative Councils
Innovation Network and member
of the LGA Labour Group Executive.
He writes in a personal capacity.
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Commissioning
Mark Upton believes that in striving to achieve
‘intelligent commissioning’ we should be
clearer about what it means in practice.

Making
commissioning
more intelligent
M

uch
has
been
said
and
written
about
‘intelligent
commissioning’
appearing to be no different to
what commissioning is already
known for. The Audit Commission
said that it should embrace market
development.
Commissioners
have long sought to shape
markets; umbrella bodies in the
voluntary and social enterprise
sectors have laid claim to the term
as a campaigning banner for more
grant funding and contracts. To
argue that the process of balancing
needs, priorities and resources
and then sourcing services should
become more ‘intelligent’ should
surely mean that the practice
becomes radically different.
Moreover, Whitehall is misconceived in its belief that commissioners should just either specify
the results they want to see and
then outsource services through
a payment by results contract or

outcomes, but with the knowledge
that links them to the outputs
and individual interventions being
contributed by different delivery
chains.
Commissioners need
to incentivise providers while
manipulating the whole system
within which individual services
exist including the capacity within
the local community and the wider
economy. Bringing the people and
place dimensions of outcomes
together to make delivery that
much stronger and sustainable.
Commissioners should also
search out the value that exists
both along and across different
delivery chains. Both the essential
‘public value’ of what different
individual services should be trying
to achieve and the ‘added value’
(often referred as ‘social value’)
to be found over and above the
individual services being commissioned; while also ensuring ‘value
for money’. This means adopting an
investment mentality rather than
one of being
a mere funder
and procurer
of
public
services:
working backwards
from
the
results
required
(ie
the
returns
on
those
investments); shifting resources to
preventative approaches; experimenting in new forms of delivery
(including through piloting and
grant funding); and shaping the
conditions through which their
supply chains and delivery capability develops and flourishes.
In
essence,
commissioning
organisations need to adopt a
number of different roles such as:
shaping markets, enabling the

“Commissioners should adopt an
investment mentality rather than
see themselves as mere funders
and procurers of public services”
deregulate services and provide
users with an unfettered choice of
provider; then get out of the way.
On the contrary, commissioners
need to be more proactive and
ambitious with an expansive way of
working by rethinking what drives
commissioning decisions, and how
the process is structured and then
put into effect.
That means commissioning
decisions should be driven by
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social capital of local communities
and promoting enterprise as well
as procuring and providing certain
public services. These needs to be
discharged through a range of levers,
for example, asset transfer, grant
funding or joint ventures as well as
contracting. The key is linking the
right source of capability (for example,
a user led group) for a particular
objective (for example to support a
wider behaviour change programme)
using the right lever to secure that
capability (for example, grant funding
and access to premises).
This means breaking the automatic link between commissioning
and procurement and therefore
outsourcing. Commissioning both
internally and externally delivered
services using commissioning
as a common platform which

also embraces community and
economic programmes; ensuring
that different delivery chains reinforce each other.
Some of this will exist in parts
of your council. As a sector, local
government has been on a journey
and despite the rhetoric coming from
elsewhere, has been delivering some
of best commissioning (and procurement) practices in the public sector.
However we know there is still much
more to improve upon.
Mark Upton is a public policy
and public affairs consultant
and an LGIU Associate. He has
written an overview of intelligent
commissioning which is available
to download (free) from www.
publicpolicystrategies.co.uk.

Public health
Catherine Heffernan reports on the public health
expertise that councillors can now call upon and says
you should be making the most of this new resource.

M

y first-born started
school in September.
Realising that I didn’t
really
know
my
neighbours with children that
well, I have been working hard
joining networks of local mothers
at my son’s school. A few weeks
back, I attended a drinks evening
and was introduced to one of the
host’s friends, who happened to be
a councillor. She was interested in
that I was one of the few working
mothers at the event and was
prompted to enquire what I did for
a living.
“Public Health”, I responded.
To which she replied “isn’t that
everyone’s responsibility?”
Since April 2013, local government has become local leaders
for health. The reorganisation of
the National Health Service saw
the transfer of local public health
budgets into local government
including budgets for health
improvement, sexual health, drugs
and alcohol misuse services,
school nursing services, tobacco
control, national child measurement programme, accidental injury
prevention, dental public health
services and mental public health
services. The process also included
the transfer of local public health
teams. While it is true that public
health or population health is everyone’s responsibility, you still need
the specialist resource to help guide
that direction.
Local public health teams are
more than public health practitioners they are specialists in
their field. Teams are made up
of analysts, consultants in public
health and public health managers.
All are highly trained and skilled with
multiple qualifications. They know
how to produce trajectories on future
health trends, identify inequalities in
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Ask
the experts

health in local populations, inequities in access to health services and
apply and interpret health statistics
and economics. They can provide the
needs assessments to help inform
the commissioning processes and
thereby ensure that services are
not only meeting the needs of the
population but that the process is
value for money and will improve
health outcomes. They also have
the ability to translate the ideal
into reality. This is underpinned
by the analysis, the evidence base
and the population perspective to
ensure longer, healthier lives for
all people. Take for example, the
banning of smoking in public places:
while different people are involved
in implementing, public health
specialist teams were the catalysts
who pushed
the link between
second hand smoke and cancer.
A metaphor I use to explain public
health specialists’ role is to liken it to
car engineers and mechanics. I know
how to drive and am quite capable in
looking after my car, filling it up with

petrol, keeping the tyres filled with
air and I am very aware of my speed
and wearing a safety belt. Yet, I still
need my annual service and MOT
whereby the experts tell me what
faults are about to happen and how I
can early intervene to prevent them.
Sometimes the problems have
happened – like teenage pregnancy
rates can suddenly increase – and
the car mechanics will help fix the
problems so that my driving experience can improve. I also need my car
designed to safely take me places,
be comfortable and easy to use and
with anti-skid locking and power
steering to prevent me from taking
risks. And I need someone to tell me
that I should wear a safety belt, even
though I don’t know anyone who’s
died in a car accident. I couldn’t be
without my car experts.
For councillors, having a local
public health team within local
authority provides easy access to
expert clinical advice on population health. They understand how
to achieve better health outcomes

for the local population through an
objective understanding of how to
get current services to meet needs
better. They can also provide information on best practice through
their networks o f knowledge and by
researching and applying the latest
most accurate evidence. So the
next time, a member of the public
asks you about why the local school
doesn’t have a nurse to provide
insulin to children with diabetes or
why vitamin D supplements are not
free to everyone (to prevent Vitamin
D deficiency) in your consistency,
you have a local public health team
on hand to help. As to the councillor
at the party that I met, she had been
asked why Botox wasn’t free on the
NHS. And yes, I was able to explain
to her why – and why it doesn’t
prevent ageing!
Catherine Heffernan is Principal
Advisor for Early Years Commissioning, Immunisations & Vaccinations NHS England
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The Cllr interview
“If we don’t get this right the system will collapse
and go bankrupt. That’s the imperative for
change.” Care and Support Minister Norman
Lamb lays out the stakes in the Government’s
attempt to drive change in social care, public
health and the NHS. Mark D’Arcy reports.

Norman
Lamb
L

amb is a convinced localist
and he wants locally driven
initiatives to reshape the
health and care systems
into something quite different. He
recalls his Lib Dem colleague, the
Treasury Chief Secretary Danny
Alexander, commenting, at the
Whitehall meeting in which he
signed off on the release of £3.8bn
to local authorities, to pump-prime
smart new ideas in public health
and social care, that this might
prove to be one of the biggest
reforms the coalition enacted.
He wants the result of those
local initiatives to be fewer preventable crisis admissions to hospital
and fewer people kept in hospital
because they have nowhere else
to go… at the moment there are
elements of the system that are
completely dysfunctional and, he
says, plain stupid.
Now responsibility for public
health has been shifted to local
government, where, he says, it
always should have been, the £3.8
billion has been provided as a pot of
money to support innovation – and
to achieve the four big shifts in the
way the system works which he
believes must happen to achieve the
rebalancing he wants to achieve.
First is the shift from repair to
prevention. Successive governments,
including this one, Lamb says, have
rightly invested heavily in the NHS.
But the money has mostly gone into
the acute end of the spectrum. The
incentive in the system is for more
activity in acute medicine, because
hospitals receive payment by results.
Now, he believes the emphasis has
to shift to prevention of ill-health, not
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least because one health problem
can trigger another. “We have 1.9
million people with three or more
long term health conditions,” he
points out. “If you have diabetes,
for example, and no-one has told
you how to manage it, the result
may be that you are also chronically
depressed.” New schemes to keep
the elderly and disabled healthy, and
contain the problems of alcoholics
and drug users, for example, could
pay huge dividends in a better quality
of life, while saving vast amounts for
the taxpayer.
The second shift he wants to make
is from what he regards as a totally
disjointed system to one that’s joined
up around the needs of the patient.
“We have fundamentally fragmented
health from social care, while mental
health is run by very powerful NHS
trusts that are completely separate
again… and the result is that there
is a whole cohort of people who
regularly end up at A&E, or even a
Police cell, because they’ve reached
some mental heath crisis, and
maybe they’ve injured themselves
or attempted to, and found there’s
no-one there to help them.”
His response is not to devise some
new structure: “I tend to be opposed
to top down imposed change, I much
prefer to set the principles very
clearly and encourage local authorities and NHS Trusts to do sensible
things – you don’t need structural
change to deliver joined-up care.”
To that end his Department is
working closely with 14 “pioneer
authorities,” who are experimenting
with various initiatives. If that seems
a small number, 99 put themselves
forward and the 14 were chosen
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from among them. They were not
offered an extra penny in funding. All
they get is support from a centre of
excellence, which also helps them to
remove institutional barriers which
get in the way of new initiatives.
Lamb was struck by the pioneer
authorities’ pride in their new status,
proof, he believes that there is a
considerable enthusiasm for change
out there. He name checks some of
them: “In Torbay for example, they’re
bringing mental health into primary
care – GP surgeries have someone
who can talk about therapy, for

The third shift the Government is seeking is moving from a
paternalistic system to one that’s
more personal – things like giving
people personal budgets for social
care so patients can decide how
best to meet their own needs – an
approach he’s keen to extend to
mental health, which is an increasingly important area of care.
And his fourth shift is to move
away from what he describes as
a “very exclusive system” where
organisations perform their allotted
roles, but with very little engagement with the wider
community. “If we
are to have a system
that’s sustainable in
the long term, there
needs to be much
richer collaboration,
Lamb says.
As an example, he
points to Sandwell in
the West Midlands,
a very low income
borough which didn’t
send a single pupil to
Oxford or Cambridge
in four years of the
last decade. “In one of the most
deprived wards, there’s a friends
and neighbours community action
organisation which provides simple
practical help to people who need
it – an elderly lady whose church
was a big part of her life but she
was unable to get to it because
of mobility problems and was
stranded at home for two years,
which was damaging to her mental
and physical health. Now she has a
volunteer taking her to the services
and that has helped her a great

“I much prefer to set the
principles very clearly and
encourage local authorities
and NHS Trusts to do
sensible things – you don’t
need structural change to
deliver joined-up care.”
example. This is transformational
change, people coming together to
agree what happens to their patients
and the local authorities are very
much linked in.
“In Islington it’s really impressive
to see the fantastic joint working –
they’re identifying people at risk of
diabetes, through weight or diet or
whatever – and if they can prevent just
some of them developing diabetes
that makes a massive difference to
their lives and it saves the system a
fortune. It’s not rocket science.”
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The Cllr interview

deal – her quality of life is much
better and her level of dependency
has subsided. That means a saving
for the NHS and local social services,
as the pressure on care services is
reduced.”
Such savings are vital, Lamb adds,
because no-one should imagine that
the current strain on public finances
is a temporary phenomenon – in
fact the pressure is only going to
increase. At the moment the ratio
between working age people and
pensioners is 4-1, but in the future
it will be closer to 2-1. Pensions and
health, between them, will soon take
50 per cent of public expenditure, and
Lamb believes localist solutions are
the only way the services can survive
and deliver. “

But HM Treasury is not in the
habit of doling out billions of pounds
to local authorities, without some
form of accountability – so how will
that work? One billion of the £3.8bn
will be performance related; there
was, Lamb reveals, quite an internal
debate about whether localities
should run the risk of losing the
money if they don’t achieve the
transformational change ministers
are seeking. “We don’t rule out,
in future, having a system that
provides very direct incentives for
good performance and you don’t
get money if you fail…. [but for now]
we’re expecting every area to work
very differently, so we have taken the
view that they should not lose money
if they don’t achieve. But there will

have to be consequences if there is a
failure to reduce crisis admissions, or
if late discharges continue…so there
will be measures to sharpen performance, a bit like special measures
for schools, but we want to make
certain that people benefit from that,
so it won’t be about penalising local
areas. As much as possible we don’t
want Whitehall marching in – I would
rather have peers from local government, from authorities who “get”
integrated local care, and I think they
would be much more effective.”
“I want a system which encourages risk-takling and innovation,
when by tradition the NHS has
been very risk averse and that has
tended to mean safe mediocrity.
And that means people mustn’t be

punished for trying something that
looks good, but in the end doesn’t
work out…”
He repeats his warning that
there is no financial alternative;
this time adding a political edge:
“if you ask the question to Labour,
are you going to put much more
money back into local government,
I don’t think they’ll promise that…
we have to be smart, and if it forces
some radical thinking, that’s no bad
thing. He points to the tri-borough
experiment in London, where Westminster, Kensington and Chelsea
and Hammersmith and Fulham are
sharing their council infrastructure to cut costs, and wonders if
something similar could be tried in
his home county of Norfolk where
there are seven districts and a
county council. “There’s a clear
need for radical thinking and a
re-engineering of the system – do
you need eight separate bureaucracies running local services? Is
the £7bn of public money spent in
Norfolk spent optimally? It requires
real local leadership to tackle that.”
Another problem he scents
is that the instinctive reaction in
many authorities will be to cut the
funding to the voluntary sector;
he insists it’s often the worst
thing to do, because they get such
value from spending a fairly small
amount to unleash the power of
volunteers.
Is local leadership good enough
to deliver? Lamb shrugs. “It’s a
point of vulnerability, but it was
ever thus – dictating from Whitehall will not make things happen,
so we have to find the right balance
between the control levers. I’m
a localist but I recognise that we
have a national health service and
there’s a national responsibility
to deliver great healthcare everywhere. I don’t resile from that.
There are national levers ministers
can pull but you don’t get change
by imposing it; you must encourage
good people.”
And then there’s the mirroring
issue of whether the centre is
prepared to allow localism to
work – or whether some of those
local experiments in care services
will be dashed by indifference or
outright opposition. Lamb is determined not to allow that: “we must
not have a “computer says no”
state, where national rules stop
informations being shared across
the system, for example.”

Mark D’Arcy is a Parliamentary
Correspondent with BBC News
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Accountability

Inquisitor
in chief
T

he LGiU, Margaret Hodge
recalls, was founded in
her kitchen, in the early
‘80s. It was a turbulent
time
for
local
government
with rate-capping and GLC and
metropolitan county abolition
under way – and as the then leader
of Islington, Hodge thought a
vehicle was needed to coordinate
a response. Fast forward thirty
years and Hodge, now a senior
ex-minister, is about to become
the public’s final defence against
waste and incompetence in local
authorities.
Since the last election Hodge has
chaired one of the most powerful
organs of the Commons, the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC). Set up
by no less a figure than William
Gladstone, the committee has a
mandate to consider the value for
money the taxpayer receives from
public spending – backed up by the
formidable analytical resources
of the National Audit Office
(NAO) which produces a stream
of detailed reports dissecting
public policies across the range of
Government activity.
The PAC explicitly doesn’t look
at policy; it avoids direct political
questions and focus on issues
of efficiency. But that limitation
hasn’t prevented Hodge from
becoming better known than
most ministers, with a high profile
campaign against tax evasion by
business, and a trail of trampled
public sector officials groaning on
the ground behind her. And in the
wake of the decision to abolish
the Audit Commission, she now
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believes her Committee will have
to pay far more attention to what
goes on in town and city halls. “I
genuinely worry that we will end
up with the National Audit Office
and the PAC as the only show in
town,” Hodge says. “I know the
Government claim that the electorate in each authority can challenge councillors and hold them

As the LGiU marks its 30th
anniversary, Mark D’Arcy meets one
of its founding members, Margaret
Hodge, who is still keeping a very
sharp eye on local government.

Her worries are increased
by the context in which all this
is taking place – a recent PAC
report on the Financial Sustainability of local authorities noted
that, faced with 26 per cent cuts
in their central government grant
over the four years to 2015, many
are already rationing services
such as adult social care and
children’s services,
even in the face of
rising demand. And
Hodge says she was
alarmed
to
hear
that 12 per cent of
authorities,
faced
with stagnant council
tax
receipts
and
higher than predicted
inflation, fear they
will not be able to
balance their books
in the future, with
potentially disastrous
consequences. One
change which may
increase that danger,
warns Hodge, is that
Audit
Commission
abolition will mean
local
authorities
hiring and firing their
own
accountants,
without oversight, so on both
fronts, she believes, accountability structures are being
rapidly eroded. “Without them
I have concerns about how you
can secure value for money and
probity, and it’s not just me saying
that,” Hodge thumps the table for
emphasis, “[former Conservative
Deputy Prime Minister] Michael

“I know the Government
claim that the electorate in
each authority can challenge
councillors and hold them
to account, but we all know
the reality is different.
There are not a whole load
of amateur accountants
probing away out there...
looking intelligently at
value for money.”
to account, but we all know the
reality is different. There are not a
whole load of amateur accountants
probing away out there...looking
intelligently at value for money.”
She also fears that accountability
on standards issues for local
government is similarly diminished by the parallel abolition of
the Standards Commission.
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Heseltine’s saying we must have
properly independent scrutiny
at local level, and I absolutely
agree with him that this is a short
sighted policy.”
In this cold climate she believes
most local authorities have already
made any simple obvious savings
and will have work hard to find
further sustainable savings which
don’t hit the most vulnerable. And
there is, she believes a real prospect that some will not be able to.
Her Committee has already warned
that the Communities Secretary
has to make clear how his department will respond if multiple local
authorities fail financially. She
leaves little doubt that if and when
such situations arise, the PAC and
the NAO will be watching closely.
But can the NAO pick up the
considerable burden of monitoring
local authorities in addition to its
already vast workload? Hodge
hopes it can, but concedes that it
won’t be easy: “I think that while
the NAO does an excellent, excellent job, with the general fragmentation of public services, with NHS
Trusts and Free Schools, and the
increasing role of private sector
providers, and now the abolition
of the Audit Commission, I worry
it could buckle under the pressure
of monitoring all these areas; they
will try and it’s not a lack of competence, just the sheer size and range
of the workload.”
The PAC and the NAO programme
their work well in advance. And in
the next round of NAO reports six
slots, that is six sets of NAO work,
with the expectation of follow-up
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hearings by the Committee, have
been allocated to local government
issues. And the NAO is building
up its local government capacity,
in anticipation. There will be no
shortage of issues to pick up on
– MPs often make suggestions to
Hodge, her post-box brings more
from the general public, of course
the press raise issues that could
attract their attention (Hodge is
duly respectful of investigative
journalism) and then there are
whistle-blowers (the PAC’s recent
Cornwall GP services investigation
was the result of evidence provided
by a whistle-blower). In the end the
NAO programme of investigations
is set by its boss, the Comptroller
and Auditor general Amyas Morse,
but they work closely with the PAC
and there is a strong relationship.
“We will want to look at the
particular as well as the general,”
says Hodge, adding that particular
problems in particular authorities

“Audit Commission abolition will mean local
authorities hiring and firing their own accountants,
without oversight, so on both fronts, she believes,
accountability structures are being rapidly eroded.”

can often carry
general lessons
from which many
others will benefit.
That all sounds
quite
antiseptic
and
academic,
but the PAC can
be a very harsh
tribunal when its
members feel witnesses are being
evasive, or worse, misleading.
Famously, they required one very
senior civil servant, then then
chief legal advisor to HMRC, to give
evidence under oath – and under
penalty of perjury. That incident,
back in 2011, sent shockwaves
through Whitehall and provoked
furious protests from mandarins.
But Hodge is unrepentant. “All
we want is straight answers,” she
grins.
So, does that mean the chief
executives and directors from
local authorities in England – they

wouldn’t normally talk to the political leadership – could soon be
getting the kind of PAC duffing-up
which has left senior civil servants
and quangocrats across the land
nursing their contusions? It turns
out there is some dispute as to
whether the PAC’s mandate really
covers local government.
Hodge believes there is no
barrier; others in Parliament are
not so sure. But she points out that
the Committee has reported on the
financial health of local government, the programme to help troubled families and the new homes

bonus. And in particular, she points
to the example of a recent PAC
inquiry into very specific issues in
the running of GP services in Cornwall as an example of a successful
probe into a very local service issue.
So chief executives and directors,
in town and county halls across
the land, should beware; the PAC
almost never summons politicians,
but it now has a whole new group of
officials it can put in the dock.
Mark D’Arcy is a Parliamentary
Correspondent with BBC News
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Leadership

Discipline
is the key
L

abour had expected to
win slightly bigger, and
found itself having to
both grapple with deep
spending cuts and implement its
election pledges with no slack in
the council numbers.
“I don’t recommend running an
administration with a majority of
one, it’s very challenging especially
when you have a deficit of £130m
that loss of government grant has
worsened to £154m,” Alan says.
One plus point has been group
discipline where “people know they
cannot be absent, or late, or go
home early. It’s a very tight group,
and that needs a very good chief
whip”, he says.

Alan joined Labour in 1978 after
having been a trade union workplace representative.
He was elected to Bassetlaw
District Council in 1986, and
remains on that authority.
In 2005 he was elected to
Nottinghamshire for the Worksop
North East and Carlton division and
became Labour leader after the
party lost in 2009.
Labour inherited from the
Conservatives a revived committee
system, which it has retained
though Alan has some misgivings.
“I’ve worked under both systems
and personally prefer the cabinet as
more efficient, but I agree that the
committee system gives backbenchers
far more input into
decisions than they had
before,” he says.
“On the other hand
it does tie them up in
meetings when they
previously had the
chance to be out in
their localities, so its
not clear cut.
“The committee
system came in for
four years, so we
have the chance to
change it during
this administration’s
term. I’m not sure we will, though
I’m told there could be savings.”
Savings are a sore point in
Nottinghamshire. It faces cuts like
anywhere, but feels it has had a
worse settlement than have more
affluent areas and is running a ‘fair
deal’ campaign to try to rectify this.
“I don’t think Eric Pickles and I
are on each other’s Christmas card
lists,” Alan observes.
Meanwhile, his administration
is implementing the living wage for
2,500 affected staff from 1 April,
which he cites as “a good thing to

“Savings are a sore point in
Nottinghamshire. It faces
cuts like anywhere, but
feels it has had a worse
settlement than have more
affluent areas and is running
a ‘fair deal’ campaign.”
Last year, Labour had decided
to diversify its group and chose a
number of candidates who were
female and/or aged under 30.
“We had some all women shortlists since the Labour party aims to
involve women and young people
more at all levels,” Alan says.
“There are now 14 women in a
group of 34, against four out of 16
before and they are in important
roles and younger councillors.
“I think the average age of a
Nottinghamshire councillor has
fallen by 10 years since the election.”
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A majority of one keeps any council
administration on a knife edge, and
the ruling group and its leader on their
toes. Nottinghamshire County Council
leader Alan Rhodes found himself in this
position when Labour regained power in
May 2013. Mark Smulian reports.

do, and it helps with staff retention
and morale”.
There will also be a programme
of building ‘extra care’ centres for
older people that will match their
needs and degree of independence
and capability.
One popular election pledge,
Alan says, was 20mph speed zones
outside all schools.
Streetlights are being turned
back on where requested by residents or parish councils though
some are being dimmed on nonresidential roads.
Nottinghamshire is two-tier
area with a unitary city in its centre.
The councils are collaborating in
various ways to make savings, but
nothing more radical is yet expected.
“I don’t think the unitary debate is

over, but it has gone very quiet since
the Coalition came in and received
no encouragement,” Alan says.
“I think a lot of people will want
to wait until after 2015 and see
what shape local government has
after that.”
The precarious majority leaves
the administration open to absences,
defections and by-election losses.
But Alan concludes: “With a
majority of one the mutual support
shown by my members, a sense of
purpose and a determination to take
the responsible but difficult decisions
will put the county council back on a
secure financial footing.”
Mark Smulian is a freelance
journalist
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DEBT

A plea for
understanding

C

itizens Advice dealt with
around 2 million debt
problems each year from
2008 to 2013. The largest
proportion of debt issues come
from unsecured personal loans,
including from payday lenders,
closely followed by credit and
store debt, and council tax
arrears.
The economic downturn was
also a period of huge upheaval
around local authority budgets.
Changes to the local authority
spending pot have required tough
decisions and made it challenging
for councils to provide the support
their residents need. Localising
Council Tax Support has made
things even more difficult for
some people who were already
living on the edge. The Institute
for Fiscal Studies recently found
that the introduction of substantial
minimum council tax payments by
some councils led to increases of
30–40 per cent in the number of
people seeking advice from Citizens Advice Bureaux about council
tax debt.
People have been hit hard
by the speed and complexity of
deep cuts and big changes to
their support. Many have quickly
fallen behind on their council tax
as they juggle other debts and
have had bailiffs deal with their
arrears. Citizens Advice Bureaux
helped 16,905 people who had
bailiffs enforcing their council tax

debt between December 2012 and
November 2013.
Whilst councils need to collect
revenue from council tax, in
some cases Citizens Advice is
concerned that high charges for
liability orders are making things
more difficult. When councils
pass debts to a bailiff they must
first obtain a liability order from
court, the charity found a huge
variation in the fees authorities
charged with some adding up
to £126 to a person’s council
tax debt. Two thirds of councils,
who responded to a Freedom of
information request from Citizens
Advice, charged more than £50 for
a liability order.
It is crucial that in meeting the
challenge of the recent changes
to the safety net there is flexibility,
understanding and support from
across the community. Citizens
Advice has drawn up a good
practice protocol on council tax
debts that the charity wants to see
more councils sign up to. Councils
can begin with three key steps:
establishing a proper complaints
process, promoting help that’s available to those who are struggling,
and offering options for different
payment dates for council tax payers
so they can budget more effectively.
Councils working closely in
partnership with their local Citizens
Advice Bureaux, which sees the
problems people are facing every
day, will find this relationship can

This country has been waking up to a personal
debt nightmare, as it has become apparent that
people are struggling to make ends meet and
turning to high-cost credit to get by. Over the
next few pages we look at what councils and
others are doing in the face of the debt crisis.
To start the feature, Gillian Guy, Chief Executive
of Citizens Advice suggests an approach councils
can take when the debt is owed to them.

give them valuable insight. By
taking into account the difficult
circumstances that people are
finding themselves in with debt
issues councils will be able to
provide real support. It is important
that this understanding filters down
to all local authority staff dealing
properly with debt issues.
Some local authorities have
made great strides forward when it
comes to helping people in debt but
this does vary and Citizens Advice
Bureaux are still seeing cases of
concern. One client was visited late
at night by bailiffs for her council
tax debts. When she called the
council to offer a repayment plan,
they misinformed her and told her
she had to let the bailiff in to her
home before hanging up on her
when she argued.
Local
authority
contracts
with bailiffs need to be carefully

managed to ensure that bad practices are not slipping under the
radar and utilising bailiffs must
remain a last resort. For many
people it is not that they won’t pay
but simply that they can’t pay.
People want to live independently and have the financial
capability to stay on top of their
finances, but at the moment many
are just fighting to make ends
meet. Most councils are being
admirably inventive in handling the
recent changes to their budgets.
Now is the time for councils to
help residents do the same. At a
time when budgets are tight for
everyone people need to feel they
can turn to their councils for guidance in finding their feet.
Gillian Guy is Chief Executive of
Citizens Advice
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Special Feature
Debt
As many of us continue to feel the increasing squeeze
on our limited household budget, with impacts of
welfare reform, reduced or stagnant wages and
rapidly increasing fuel and travel costs – Bury Council
is committed to supporting the residents of Bury and
the Council employees through these economically
challenging times, writes Michelle Delaney.

Bury
brings
hope

dy
Case stu

T

he council also recognised
that more needs to
be done to prevent
increasing problem debt
and help people avoid very costly
pay day loan and profit making
debt management facilities.
Although we continue to achieve
really positive outcomes from our
front facing services and effective
partnerships, we also recognise
that we are only reaching some
of the customers that we need to
and that many people in debt only
turn for help when they hit crisis
point. We have therefore adopted a
more proactive approach to dealing
with people in debt and effectively
engage our harder to reach and
more high risk client groups.
The three main principles of this
approach are to ensure that every
person in debt has access to:
• Free, independent, debt advice
and budgeting skills
• Affordable lending facilities
• Employment opportunities and
support in to work.
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We have worked very closely
was avoi
with StepChange over the last
couple of months and invested the
time to make sure our front line
staff have been involved in training
and awareness sessions to make
sure the partnership is a success.
A variety of information and freephones to StepChange are now
in place at all information points

across
the
borough and we have a
transfer referral process set up
within our contact centre. We are
now able to indentify anybody struggling with debt at the first point of
contact and directly transfer them
to get specialist help in dealing with
their debts and
improving
their
budgeting skills.
Bury did not
have a credit
union that could
service
the
whole borough,
although we were
very concerned on
the increasingly
reliance of high
interest payday
loans.
Through
the work of our
strategic Welfare
Reform
Board
and
through
joint work with
partners we were

“Tackling poverty is one of the top priorities for Bury
Council and our partners and so we are committed to
helping residents who are dealing with debt. To that end
we have established resilient partnerships with a range
of bodies including CAB, StepChange, European Social
Fund and DWP. As well as providing help and support
via a range of council staff we aim to signpost them to
appropriate agencies who can also provide support and
help them avoid resorting to payday lenders.”
Councillor John Smith, Deputy Leader of the Council Finance and Corporate Affairs.
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able to successfully secure a new
borough-wide credit union operated by Manchester Credit Union.
This provides us with the essential
alternative we needed for our
customers to make sure they can
access affordable lending and help
steer them away from high interest
payday lenders and loan sharks.
We are also successfully
working in partnership with the
Department for Work and Pensions
and National Careers Services who
have co-located into the Council’s
Customer Support and Collection
offices which means that clients
can access services on a seamless
basis. By providing direct access
for support with CVs, interview
skills and help with universal job
search we are directly improving
skills and increasing employment
opportunities for the residents of
Bury and its townships.
Michelle Delaney is Corporate
Debt Manager for Bury Council
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F

ixed-odd betting machines
are
a
controversial
addition to bookmakers,
allowing gamblers to stake
as much as £100 at a time. With
no limit on the amount of times
people can play the machines,
the fear is that they could end up
losing huge amounts.
According to figures quoted by
the Institute of Place Management
(IPM) the average spend of regular
gamblers (those who visit a betting
shop at least once a month) on
FOBMs is £1,200 a year compared
to £427 per year on over the
counter bets. The IPM report (www.
placemanagement.org/default.
asp?a=news&newsid=248)
looks
at the effects of new betting shop
openings – pointing out employment benefits, revenue to the
local economy, tax contributions.
However, it also highlights the fact
that most of the money spent in
betting shops goes to boost profits
of large national companies rather
than the local economy.
The report followed a protest
last May over plans to open a new
betting shop in Manchester city
centre, bringing the number to 26.
Manchester’s executive member
with responsibility for planning and
licensing, Councillor Kate Chappell,
wants new powers for councils to
tackle the rise in openings. She
says betting shops are springing up
simply so companies can increase
the number of FOBMs. Legislation brought in under the Labour
government in 2007 allowed each
shop to install a maximum of four
of the high turnover machines.
Manchester is one of a number of
local authorities calling for change.
Local MP Lucy Powell has been
working with city centre councillors
on a campaign to put pressure on
the government.

There have been
even more openings In
Manchester since May
according to Councillor
Chappell, who says: “We
have more than 50 shops
in the city centre alone
and by extension there
are more than 200 fixedodd machines in quite
a small geographical
area. As a planning and
licensing authority we
are very limited in what
we can do to prevent
these openings.
“There
are
real
welfare and financial
inclusion concerns as
well as the effect it has
on unbalancing the
high streets by taking
over retail premises
that could be used for
independent businesses
or businesses that would
bring greater value to an
area.”
Manchester is not
alone in its opposition to
a betting shop free-forall and both Newham
Council and Barking &
Dagenham are among
high-profile opponents.
Newham rejected an
application for one shop because
its primary activity would come
from
high-stake
machines.
However without a change in tack
from the government those type of
decisions could be open to appeal.
Councillor Chappell says: “It
was never the intention of the
legislation for these machines
to become so prevalent. It was
always envisaged that they would
only be a minor part of the business in betting shops. We’re just
concerned that our powers don’t

DANIEL HAMBURY/PA WIRE

Call to cut the
odds on high
street betting

Last month (January) MPs held a debate
on the proliferation of betting shops on
high streets amid concerns that they
are fuelling the rise of fixed-odd betting
machines (FOBM). Rob Green reports on
council concerns about the effect these
are having on residents.

reflect that changes in the industry.
“Currently there is so little we
can do. The shops don’t need change
of use and we can only consider
planning applications on individual
merits, which don’t include the
wider factors like people’s welfare
or financial inclusion.”
The solution, according to Councillor Chappell, is to introduce a
separate use class for betting shops,
ensuring companies go through a
more rigorous planning procedure
before opening new branches.

Licensing could also have a role to
play and Councillor Chappell says:
“At the moment we have prevention
of public nuisance, prevention of
crime and disorder, public safety and
protection of children from harm. We
would like to see those extended so
we could take look at other issues
such as the cumulative impact on
the high street, social welfare and
financial inclusion.”
Rob Green is a freelance journalist
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Taking steps to
help with debt

T

he number of people
contacting us for help
with debts are up by
30 per cent since 2012.
So while we hear of economic
recovery in the news, there is still
lots to do to help people recover
from debt.
Perhaps most worrying is that
we are seeing a significant increase
in the proportion of our clients in
arrears with essential household
bills. For example, 16 per cent of
clients had council tax arrears in
2013, compared to 9 per cent in
2011, while electricity arrears rose
from 6.5 per cent to 10 per cent in
the same period. So it’s not just a
one off problem that people need
help with, it is ongoing.
Consumer credit remains a
key part of the UK household debt
story. Recent years have seen
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a big increase in payday loans
in particular – from 2 per cent
of our clients in 2009 to over 23

StepChange Debt Charity is now the largest
specialist debt advice charity operating
across the UK. Last year, 538,000 people
used its telephone service or online debt
remedy and 145,000 people used the free
to client debt management plans. Mike
O’Connor writes about how it helps people
facing debt problems.

help. This is a crucial delay, during
which debts can easily escalate out
of control and people and can find
themselves turning
unwisely to high cost
credit or commercial
debt management
companies or even to
illegal loan sharks.
Too many people
are not facing up to
the reality of their
problems. A recent
YouGov survey, which
we commissioned,
revealed that while three million
adults in the UK showed signs of
deep financial difficulty, only four
in ten said they would currently
consider taking debt advice.
We know, therefore, that we
need to get to more people and we
need to get to them earlier. This
is why we launched our first Debt

“Recent years have seen a big
increase in payday loans in
particular – from 2 per cent
of our clients in 2009 to over
23 per cent today.”
per cent today. At the same time
the average payday loan debt we
have seen has grown to nearly
£1,650 – more than the average
net monthly household income of
most of our clients.
It is good that more people are
coming to us for the help they need,
but is frustrating
to know that there
are many more
out there who are
not. The latest
research
from
the Money Advice
Service suggests
there could be
as many as nine
million
people
with
problem
debt, many of
whom are not
seeking help.
Even
those
who do seek help
often delay doing
so and see their
problems
grow
as a result. More
than 40 per cent
of our clients
spent a year or
more
worrying
about their debts
before
seeking
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“Problem debt
can destroy lives,
by damaging
health, breaking
up families,
entrenching
poverty and
causing terrible
hardship.”
Awareness Week this January,
at a time when many households
are facing up to the gloom of
post-Christmas bills. In a week
of campaigning, we urged people

with financial difficulties to seek
free debt advice, and a sustainable,
long-term solution, before their
situation became catastrophic.
We advertise our service in
the broadcast and print media
and critically we are working with
more than 700 partner organisations, including lenders, utility
providers, housing associations
and charities, who refer people to
us for help.
Many local authorities are also
working hard on strategies to
deal with problem debt in their
areas. StepChange Debt Charity’s
largest office is in Leeds and we
enjoy a good working relationship with Leeds City Council. We
would love to see how we can
help other local authorities to
deal with problem debt on their
patch. Good progress has been
made, but we think that there is
much more that could be done.
Problem debt can destroy lives,
by damaging health, breaking up
families, entrenching poverty and
causing a terrible hardship that
ultimately impacts on all of us. We
need to work together to find pathways out of debt for the millions
who are struggling to make ends
meet and once they are out of debt
help them avoid getting back into
difficulty. We also need to move
“upstream” to tackle the reasons
people get into debt.
Resources and information to
help people with debt problems
are available free of charge
from StepChange Debt Charity’s
website http://www.stepchange.
org/Partnerships/Partnershipresources.aspx
Mike O’Connor is chief executive
of StepChange Debt Charity
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Taking a lead to
tackle debt

A

t LGiU, we think now
is a more important
time than ever to talk
about personal debt.
UK personal debt has risen to
£1.43 trillion. The debt advice
charity StepChange has seen a 30
per cent increase in the number
of people seeking help last year,
the government’s Money Advice
Service says there are 9 million
people who would benefit from
help and 15 million people showing
at least one of the warning signs of
debt problems.
The economy may be improving,
but across the country significant
areas of deprivation remain and
many of the key drivers of problem
debt persist such as the rising cost
of living, changes to the welfare
system and low wage growth.

“The biggest factor
in how successfully
people manage
debt is whether
they talk to the
right people and
get appropriate
advice.”
With this in mind, the LGiU in
partnership with StepChange, held
the first personal debt summit for
local authorities and their partners.
Over the course of the day we heard
examples of initiatives that councils
across the country are taking to
help people avoid and manage
problem debt.

We know our economy is recovering. Growth
forecasts for the UK for 2014 have been
upgraded and unemployment has fallen.
So do we really need to be talking about
personal debt? Yes, says Lizzie Greenhalgh.

From these we can
draw five practical
lessons for what local
authorities can do:
1) Build an open
dialogue – there’s
nothing wrong with
credit. We all need it at
different times in our
lives. But when debt
becomes unsustainable, there can still
be a lot of stigma and
people can be hesitant
to talk about it. But
the
biggest
factor in how
successfully people
m a n a g e
debt is whether they talk to the
right people and get appropriate
advice. Councils need to make
sure that they have plentiful
communications
about
debt
problems and where to go to get
(free) advice. In Lambeth they are
also twinning banks with schools
to help young people learn about
managing their finances and
establishing Money Champions
who can offer frontline and peerto-peer support.
2) Spot the early signs – councils
tend to have a lot of data about
people but they don’t always
connect it. There are lots of indicators that signal possible financial difficulties: job loss, missing
a council tax or rent payment,
illness. Council staff need to
be trained to recognise these
signs and act upon them. Some
councils such as Plymouth have
been running early intervention
workshops to help people with
early stage debt problems.

3) Signpost to free advice –
while some councils have been
offering advice themselves, this
isn’t always necessary. There are
a number of agencies offering
free debt advice, including CAB
and StepChange. Good advice
is the single most effective aid
to managing debt. Councils
need to refer people to it and
follow through on the referral.
Bury Council has launched a
borough-wide partnership with
StepChange.

5) Lead by example – Local
authorities need to take a holistic
approach to people’s credit issues
and adjust their debt collection
policies appropriately. It’s no good
one part of the council trying to
help people manage their debt if
another department is pursuing
them for council tax or rent arrears.
Similarly councils need to ensure
that they are limiting the conditions
in which problem debt thrives by
paying the living wage and ensuring
those they commission do.

4) Manage markets – there’s a lot
that councils can do to ensure that
the local credit market works in
the interests of citizens, whether
that’s working with the banks to
roll out bank accounts to more
people,
exploring
alternative
credit arrangements such as
community banking, supporting
and promoting credit unions or
where appropriate using planning
powers to manage the number of
payday lenders in a community.

Debt places a huge burden not
just on individuals, but on the council
and the wider community. These
lessons highlight some of the ways
in which local authorities can use
their role as community leaders to
better support those struggling with
personal debt and take the lead in
tackling the personal debt crisis.
Lizzie Greenhalgh is an LGiU policy
researcher
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Finance
Paying suppliers earlier is a good
way of boosting the local economy,
writes Abdul Jabbar.

A premium
on social value
W

e all know that value
for money is the most
powerful driver of
public
satisfaction
with councils – and rightly so.
Local authorities have striven
for years to better explain the range
of services they provide, how they
spend people’s money, and monitor
perceptions about what we they do
with the public purse.
Those
principles
remain
important today, of course, but for
Oldham Council the debate about
what value for money really is has
moved on. It is now also about how
we deliver social value.
As we wrestled here with our
latest income projections, rising
demand and falling government
contributions, we resolved to find
ways to go even further with every
penny.
We believe it’s no longer
enough just to find the next
savings, keep Council Tax down,
file accounts efficiently and try to
bust the public myths.

mean we actually are one. It’s
meaningless rhetoric unless our
actions put social value at the heart
of all we do.
That led us to adopt a new
procurement
framework,
for
example, which guides us to choose
suppliers based on what they’ll do
for our borough: such as paying our
residents fair wages, creating new
local jobs as part of our Get Oldham
Working campaign, caring for our
environment or supporting local
community groups.
Every contract we sign now must
work harder to deliver for Oldham,
which is why we were excited to be
the first in public sector to adopt
Oxygen’s Early Payment scheme
in 2012.
This is a pioneering programme
that enables local authorities to pay
suppliers early in exchange for a
cash return or ‘rebate’.
We signed up because we know
local businesses, especially SMEs,
are the heartbeat of our economy
and must be supported.
In the same way
that we’ve acted to
assist residents with
the living costs issues
affecting them – such
as
successfully
campaigning to slash
bus fares, or helping
them save hundreds of
pounds through collective energy switching
– we must also step up
to help local firms.
Oxygen’s scheme
delivers for us not just on supporting
the economy, but also by delivering
further value for money with additional income to the council.
Much like a loyalty card rewards
buyers with points, Early Payment
enables us to pay suppliers
earlier than the contracted term

“As a loyalty card rewards
buyers with points, Early
Payment enables us to pay
suppliers earlier than the
contracted term in exchange
for a cash return or rebate.”
The economic landscape has
changed. In Oldham we must now
take a more holistic approach to
everything we do with public money
– and one that recognises our leadership role.
We know that just saying we
are a co-operative council doesn’t
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in exchange for a cash return or
rebate. That is captured at the
point of payment, creating a new,
recurring income stream from our
procurement activities within a
matter of weeks.
For local businesses the gains
are obvious. Small firms at the ‘tail
end’ of the supply chain not only
find it hard at present to get credit
or investment from banks, but are
also often starved of cash they’re
rightfully owed.
This scheme potentially saves
them from having to pay overdraft
or bank loan fees to ease their
cashflow while they wait for
payments and it’s a virtuous cycle
which Emma Alexander, Oldham’s
Executive Director for Commercial
Services, knows suppliers
find extremely beneficial.
“The feedback from
local
businesses
has been fantastic,”
she said. “They tell
us that cashflow is
their lifeline and this
gives them muchneeded liquidity at
a time when their
costs are rising.
“The
system
produces
a
‘win
win’ scenario for all
concerned. It’s now
generating income for
the council with 193
suppliers across a range
of categories, and has also
delivered significant
process
efficiencies

through improvements like the
introduction of eInvoicing and
compliance reporting which accelerate payments further.
“Early Payment is a great way
to help the health of your local
economy – and keep local people in
employment – and it means we are
true to what we say we are as an
organisation.
“We’d recommend this scheme to
any authority considering signing up.
It perfectly complements our values
– and it takes the meaning of value
for money on to the next level.”
Councillor Abdul Jabbar is
Cabinet Member for Finance
at Oldham Council

Immigration

A welcoming
approach
S

old out! Flights and
buses full as Romanians
and Bulgarians head for
the UK’ was the Daily
Mail headline two days before
people from the two countries
gained new rights to work in
the UK on 1 January. In related
articles the paper had highlighted
the pressures a large influx of
migrants would mean for schools,
hospitals and competition for jobs.
Yet lack of reliable data had left
councils unsure what contingency
to make.
A few days on even the Daily
Mail had to admit that fewer than
25 Romanians and Bulgarians had
landed seeking work. The Leader
of Peterborough City Council
Marco Cereste doesn’t believe
the large influx will happen, but if
people do settle in the city to live,
work and contribute, they will be
welcomed.
As a Conservative his views
may be at odds with some rightwingers, but are based on the experience of presiding over a growing
city. Peterborough’s population
increased by more than 27,000
in ten years, due to a rising birth
rate but also migration, much of it
from the EU accession countries
including Poland and Lithuania. At
the same time Peterborough has
seen levels of economic growth
which have bucked the recession
elsewhere.
“To be frank the benefits [of
immigration] far outweigh any of

the challenges,” says Coucillor
Cereste. “We have a plan to grow
by 21,000 houses and 18,000
jobs over the next 15 years, so
we weren’t caught by surprise.
The city is doing extremely well
economically; virtually every shop
in the city centre is occupied.
“The most important thing is
that the families integrate, go
to work and become part of our
community and 99.9 per cent have
done precisely that.”
One issue for councils faced
with a growing population is school
places – something the city decided
to tackle head on. Since 2007 it
has created 5,000 new primary
school places and is adding 1,500
this year.
“The challenge for us was how
you deal with the huge number
of immigrant children who don’t
have English as a first language
and I think we dealt with it
extremely well. Gladstone school,
for example, has 400 pupils. Not
a single one has English as a
first language but it’s gone from
needing help to being measured
by Ofsted as good. It is a challenge. But what we’ve got in
Peterborough is an entire school
of children who are bilingual and
of huge benefit to the city.”
New communities have also
helped reshape the city in a positive way: “Take the area Millfield
– I’m not trying to tell you that it’s
Chelsea but ten years ago most
houses were boarded up, most

Despite the scare mongering,
the new year didn’t bring with
it a mass exodus to the UK
from Eastern Europe. But if
it had, would it be such a bad
thing. Peterborough leader
Marco Cereste thinks not. He
told Elizabeth Thompson why.

of the shops were empty and
the place was completely dead.
Today it is alive, there are coffee
bars, restaurants, every shop is
busy and every house has people
living there.”
Councillor Cereste acknowledges public disquiet about immigration: “People are afraid that if
we get too much immigration they
will lose their jobs and foreigners
will take over the city. I think it’s
an understandable view, but the
only way our city is going to come
out of this recession fit and well is
by creating new jobs and building
new houses. We can only do that
if we get the economy right – and
immigration is part of that.
“I can’t change freedom to
travel and work policies so
if people come to this city I
have to make sure they are
productive and that they
fit in and the fact that
they’re Polish or Italian
or Japanese or Pakistani
is irrelevant.

“But my view is if we have these
policies the EU must understand
that with this comes certain challenges and put their hands in their
pockets. I think if people on the
street saw their hospital being
supported by EU funds, if they saw
their towns being regenerated and
jobs created I think a lot of the
angst would be gone.”
Elizabeth Thompson is a
freelance journalist

“The only way our city is going to come out of this
recession fit and well is by creating new jobs and
building new houses. We can only do that if we get
the economy right – and immigration is part of that”
www.lgiu.org.uk
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What’s so great about…

City of
Lincoln

LGiU and CCLA C’llr
Achievement awards
2014 shortlist

incoln has an extraordinary history. A centre
of military power in Roman times, a place
of celebration of faith with its unrivalled
medieval cathedral.
Our Norman castle contains Magna Carta,
approaching its 800th anniversary in 2015 and an
ancient Guildhall where the Council has met since 1207.
From the nineteenth century, Lincoln became a
centre of engineering achievement. Our world class
manufacturer of Gas Turbines, Siemens, still exports to
the world.
We are a vibrant employment, retail and evening
economy centre for a population of 240,000 and have
become an important centre of learning with two
universities, a university technical college and first
class college of education.
Unlike many cities, we are rich in open space with
several great Victorian Parks that regularly win national
awards and three sweeping stretches of common land.
The Council has ambitions for growing Lincoln through
sustainable urban extensions, avoiding the sprawl that
has become typical of other places.
The pursuit of social justice runs through the DNA of the
current council, though we face challenges of unemployment, poverty social, economic and health disadvantages
Our priorities centre on growing the local economy,
reducing poverty and increasing the supply of affordable housing. We are building council houses and want
to build more if only the Chancellor would properly lift
the borrowing cap on our HRA.
We pay the Living Wage and are campaigning to get
all employers to do the same.
We have an apprenticeship scheme to help young
people compete for jobs and are developing a one-stopshop to improve the support young people get to cross
that important threshold between school and work.
I am proud that Lincoln is becoming recognised and
valued as a city of cultural, generational and ethnic
diversity.

Age UK

L

Ric Metcalfe is leader of Lincoln City Council

Cllr Daniel Brown, Kingston Upon
Hull City Council
Cllr Janet Burgess, London Borough
of Islington
Cllr Jane Scott OBE, Wiltshire
Unitary Authority
Cllr Steve Evans, Wolverhampton
City Council
Cllr Victoria Silver, Harrow Council

Bruce Lockhart Member Scholarship
Cllr Alison Hernandez, Torbay Council
Cllr Ed Davie, London Borough of Lambeth
Cllr Hilarie McNae, Cheshire West and
Chester Council
Cllr Linsay Cunningham-Cross, City of
York Council
Cllr Ruth O’Keeffe, East Sussex County
Council and Lewes District Council

CCLA award
Cllr Byron Rhodes, Melton Borough Council
and Leicestershire County Council
Cllr Ian Parry, Staffordshire County Council
Cllr John Galley, Chelmsford City Council
Cllr Paul McGlone, London Borough
of Lambeth
Cllr Stephen Edwards and David Ray,
Forest Heath District Council and
St Edmundsbury Borough Council

Community Champion award
Cllr Carl Etholen, Buckinghamshire
County Council
Cllr Christine Bateson, The Royal Borough
of Windsor & Maidenhead
Cllr Jack Hopkins, London Borough
of Lambeth
Cllr Judy Butt, Borough of Poole Council
Cllr Majid Mahmood, Birmingham
City Council
Cllr Neil Mason, Torfaen Council
Cllr Ros Kayes, Dorset County Council and
West Dorset District Council

Judges Special award
Cllr David Tett, West Dorset District Council
Cllr Iain Malcolm, South Tyneside Council
Cllr Jim Ranger, East Herts District Council
Cllr John Pantall, Stockport Council
Cllr Margaret Aston, Buckinghamshire
County Council
Cllr Sir Merrick Cockell, The Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea
Cllr Lord Peter Smith, Wigan Council

Leader of the Year
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Cllr Bob Price, Oxford City Council
Cllr Jane Scott OBE, Wiltshire Council
Cllr Jim McMahon, Oldham Council

Cllr Martin Tett, Buckinghamshire
County Council
Cllr Paul Crossley Bath and North East
Somerset Council
Cllr Philip Atkins, Staffordshire
County Council
Cllr Stephen Alambritis, London Borough
of Merton

Digital Innovator of the Year
Cllr Melvyn Caplan, Westminster City
Council
Cllr Muhammed Butt, London Borough
of Brent
Cllr Stephen Canning, Braintree District
Council
Cllr Theo Blackwell, London Borough
of Camden
Cllr Tom Sleigh, City of London Council

Partnership Achievement
Cllr Graham Carr-Jones, North Dorset
District Council
Cllr Jenny Whittle, Kent County Council
Cllr Paul Watson, Sunderland City Council
Cllr Peter Evans, West Sussex County
Council
Cllr Peter Kane, Birmingham City Council
Cllr Melinda Tilley, Oxfordshire County
Council

Scrutineer of the Year
Cllr Gavin Edwards, London Borough
of Southwark
Cllr Ian Rowley, Westminster City Council
Cllr Jon Hubbard (Chairman), Cllr Andrew
Davis, Rev Alice Kemp, Cllr Bill Moss,
Cllr Carole Soden and Cllr Bridget Wayman,
Wiltshire Council (Group nomination)
Cllr Kath Perry, Staffordshire
County Council
Cllr Nigel Cooke, Stockton-on-Tees
Borough Council

Sustainability Champion
Cllr David Rose, Stockton-on-Tees
Borough Council
Cllr John Fisher, Broadland District Council
Cllr Pete West, Cllr Ollie Sykes and Cllr Ian
Davey, Brighton and Hove City Council
Cllr Rob Curtis, Vale of Glamorgan Council
Cllr Wendy Schmitt, Braintree District Council

Young Councillor of the Year
Cllr Andrew Gordon, Basildon Council
Cllr Kate Lewis and Cllr Christopher
Peacock, Bolton Council
Cllr Rhodri Oliver, North Norfolk
District Council
Cllr Rosie Denham, Exeter City Council
Cllr Rowan Draper, Stafford Borough Council

Awards
After winning the Bruce Lockhart
Scholarship earlier last year Joe
Caluori has faced a formidable task in
translating his project plan into action.
He reports on his progress.

Putting
a premium on place
M

y objective was to
study ‘Localism and
Austerity’ by focusing
on a sample of six
councils who have responded
to the current challenges facing
local government by taking a
clear leadership role around an
agreed local vision, rather than
just salami slicing budgets and
managing decline.
LGiU and the sponsors of the
award have given me fantastic
support. From the moment I won
the award they have been in my
corner, helping me refine my

project timeline and acting as advocates for me, opening doors that
might otherwise have been closed.
But crucially they have also been
generous with their time, allowing
me to bounce ideas off them and
discuss the emerging themes from
my project.
I am now half way through my
project, and I’m looking forward to
publishing my report later this year,
which will contain a ‘play book’ for
local councils who want to take a
radically new approach, so they can
learn from the experiences of some
of the pioneers.

“I’ve been privileged to be able to spend
time interviewing some amazing members,
officers and community groups, who are
undertaking some truly pioneering work.”
Having completed four of my
six fieldwork visits to Cornwall,
Lambeth, Newcastle and St
Albans, I’ve been privileged to be
able to spend time interviewing
some amazing members, officers
and community groups, who are
undertaking
some
truly pioneering work.
I’ve
been
hugely
impressed with their
clarity of purpose and
their determination to
move in new radical
directions in order to
deliver their vision for
their local area.
One
emerging
theme which I will
develop in my report
is the importance of
a sense of ‘place’ for
the local authorities
who have chosen to
do things differently. It
seems that having an
understood sense of
‘identity’ is an important, if not essential,
prerequisite for local
authorities who want
to deliver against an
agreed vision.
That
sense
of
identity and place
could
be
centred
on the geographic
location and a strong
sense of local people
identifying with the
authority in terms of

how they describe where they’re
from – what one cabinet member
described to me as the ‘Marbella
test’ – where you tell people you’re
from when you meet them on
holiday; and this is particularly
true of Cornwall and Newcastle.
Or it could be a sense of identity
and shared purpose arising from
recent history, such as in Lambeth,
where a panoply of strong community groups are ready to take
up the mantle of being part of a
co-operative approach. Or equally
in St Albans, an area rich with
local history, to which many people
have chosen to move in order to
pursue a particular quality of life
for themselves and their families,
as commuters or otherwise.
I have personally gained a huge
amount from winning this scholarship. It has given me the time,
space and license to investigate
some of the most complex challenges we face in local government, travelling the country and
talking to a wide range of fascinating people. I’ve gained a huge
amount of experience and knowledge, and perhaps most important
of all, I’ve harvested loads of great
ideas which I have brought back
to Islington – and I look forward to
sharing my insights more widely in
the final report.
Joe Caluori is Executive Member
for Children and Families,
LB Islington
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Procurement

Altogether
better

A multi-borough collaboration
has protected west London
Leisure and Library services
and delivered £30m savings
and £4m investment.

L

eisure centres and libraries
across three west London
boroughs are now being run
as shared services with the
not-for-profit arms of two major
contractors in an arrangement that
protects provision for residents
and generates £30m savings and a
further £4m of investment in new
sports facilities.
Pulling off this trick has not been
easy for the neighbouring boroughs
of Ealing, Brent and Harrow, but the
approaches developed and lessons
learned will be invaluable to councils considering similar initiatives.
Faced with common challenges,
a recognition that borough boundaries are irrelevant to customers,
and a shared appetite to explore
new ways of operating, fully shared
and out-sourced services have
been implemented rather than
simply a joint procurement. From
1 September 2013 leisure facilities
have been operated in partnership
with Sport & Leisure Management
(SLM) across all three boroughs, and
libraries by John Laing Integrated
Services (JLIS) (now Carillion) in
Ealing and Harrow.
The strategy to achieve this
fundamentally sought to capitalise
on the experience and expertise of
officers at the three councils, rather
than to extensively use consultants.
Contract specifications were developed by the services, and are really
“owned” by them.
The challenges of a large-scale
procurement were increased by
having a project team based across
three boroughs, with no common
line
management
structure.
Recognising and responding to
this, however, resulted in effective
team-working.
This was backed-up by a strong
approach to governance of the
procurement, with a joint steering
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committee of senior officers responsible for over-sight of the programme,
and effective political engagement.
Indeed, despite the high profile
nature of the services, the complexity
of the procurement, and a change
of control at one of the boroughs,
political consensus was maintained
throughout in all three boroughs.
The
procurement
approach
involved extensive research and
soft market testing to guide the
development of the contract and
the approach to market. By being
innovative in the dialogue and negotiation it was possible to improve the
quality and the prices tendered. For
instance, sharing risks with contractors such as in connection with
pension costs enabled significant
reductions in the contract price to
be achieved.
Scaling-up the contracts by
collaborating
across
multiple
boroughs with a combined population equivalent to one of the largest
UK provincial cities, and adopting
a true partnership approach with
contracts for each service rather
than each borough, has generated
major benefits.

www.lgiu.org.uk

At £30m, cost savings realised
massively exceed the initial £10m
forecast, and the £4m of investment in improving leisure facilities
simply would not otherwise have
been possible.
The benefits are not solely financial. Leisure and Library facilities
will develop into community hubs
used by a wider range of people,
and improvements will be made to
the environmental sustainability
impact of the buildings themselves.
The shared approach has
seen the three boroughs agree
to a single contract management
resource for each contract and this
is underpinned by a comprehensive legal agreement between the
boroughs.
Building on the success of the
procurement, opportunities are now
being explored by the two contractors to create further benefits from
joint procurement of common
supplies. And JLIS has even secured
funding from the Arts Council to
support business and entrepreneurship through mentoring and
financing young people and exhibiting their activities.

Key lessons for a successful
multi-borough procurement
• Take care to develop a coalition using pragmatism to
exploit opportunities.
• Shared approaches make
sense…
scale
equals
savings.
• Preparation is everything…
credibility is essential when
going to the market.
• Collaborative procurements
take more time (27 months
in this case).
• Plan for extensive officer
time but don’t assume you
need lots of consultants.
• Take Members with you… so
there are no issues when the
principles become realities.
• The
legal
agreement
between authorities is as
important as the contract
with suppliers.

Environment
David Rose reports on what he has
learned as a councillor with cabinet
responsibility for flooding issues, and how
his council applied the learning from a
flood 15 months ago.

Learning
from the past
Y

ears of development –
often without anything
resembling sustainable
drainage systems – and
the state of the infrastructure
exacerbate effects of climate
change. Events such as a month’s
average rainfall inside 48 hours
and weather conditions bringing
tidal surges and the biggest North
Sea inundation for 60 years, add to
flooding frequency.
The biggest challenge running
through all this is to help people
whose homes, lands and lives have
been devastated by floods, and
protect them in the future.
In Stockton on Tees, flooding
has not been as widespread and
prolonged as many areas. But
the two major incidents we have
experienced – 15 months apart –
directly hit two of the most deprived
neighbourhoods in the country.
On 25 and 26 September 2012,
record rainfall led to flooding
of around 150 properties when
Lustrum Beck burst its banks.
This level of flooding and the
resulting emergency response

and evacuation was a first for us –
testing our planning, resources and
capabilities.
In December 2013, the East
Coast tidal surge hit Port Clarence
in Teesside, topping defences, and
we had started evacuating more
than 250 residents.

So what did we learn?
Recovery: As people returned to
their homes in September 2012, I
realised that council staff’s amazing
work in the initial emergency was a
distant memory. We had provided
information and given practical
help. But as people struggled with
insurance claims and restoring
their homes, we should have had a
longer on-the-ground presence.
Fifteen months later, we had
a more structured and ongoing
recovery operation – and I continually emphasised its importance
before the tide had even hit.
Housing association and council
staff visited people door-to-door
once they returned to their homes,
on-site central information and

contact point was established and
the recovery group took a much
more holistic approach
Ten different council departments
were involved in the response, and
more, were involved in the recovery.
Visibility and accountability: When
the tidal surge and evacuation
happened in December, myself
and the leader went straight to
the respite centre and stayed into
the night. I returned from 6am the
following day for ongoing broadcast
media interviews and to meet staff
and residents. On Saturday, as
some normality returned, it was
important to listen to residents,
council staff and volunteers.
Manage media and messages:
On both occasions I took the
lead media role for all interviews
on the situation, and the wider
issues. News stories move on
rapidly nowadays, soon crossing
into issues such as flood defences,
funding, ongoing local issues,
rumours, and recriminations.
Having been there on site and
having wider knowledge and political
insight means you
can provide more
informed responses.
Understand
your
role as a councillor:
It is easy to try and
offer ‘useful advice’
and
overstep
the
mark – becoming a
nuisance to professional
responders.
However, sometimes
your
insight
and
community knowledge
and contacts can be
valuable, in informing
operational decisions.

Councils are uniquely flexible: The
blue light services, understandably,
perhaps less so. When a factory on
the bank of the River Tees was virtually cut off by the impact of the tidal
surge, it was a council operations
manager who arranged to take
100 workers out on flat bed trucks.
From senior managers to more
junior people across all departments, these emergency situations
show council staff at their absolute
best, when professionalism, effective decision-making, and a culture
of service are paramount.
Take action: Reassuring communities we will take new steps to
protect them in future. We invested
in temporary emergency flood
barriers and more powerful pumps,
all for rapid deployment. And I have
spent many hours ensuring the
Environment Agency and Councll
work together to make realistic
funding bids.
Communication counts: Our first
major incident focussed public
and media attention on why there
were no effective flood defences
and what we were going to do. We
needed to explain the big picture.
Community
resilience:
We
encourage residents to sign up
for Environment Agency flood
warnings direct online or via 0845
988 1188; share information about
trying to best protect property and
possessions. A Local Levy-funded
Community
Resilience
Officer
works across the sub-region.
David Rose is Cabinet member
for Environment, Stockton on Tees
Borough Council
Twitter: @roseynorth

David at on-street demonstration of new emergency flood barriers
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Community Pubs
It’s a turbulent time for pubs. The alarming rate of
closures up and down the country is worrying for
landlords and owners, but the loss of pub is often also
a blow for the local community. Andrew Walker looks
at how councils can help protect community assets.

Calling
time on closing time
A

Local authorities have a crucial
part to play here because it is
through them that citizens participate in the decisions that shape
the environment they live in. There
is a real opportunity for councils to
take hold of this agenda and use it
as a means to engage in a meaningful way with their communities,
encouraging greater participation
at the local level, and helping to
shape places around the needs of
citizens.
This is challenging, however. At
present most planning decisions
are essentially reactive and the
combination of rising house prices
and a complex planning system
means that many decisions end up
in the developer’s favour. Councils
need to be proactive and confident
in the powers that are available to
them. With that in mind, LGiU has
been investigating the tools that
are already out there and we are
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pub is often more than
just a private business
and this trend of closures
is a concern for many of
the communities who use them
and rely on them for a wide variety
of services. LGiU, in partnership
with CAMRA, has been looking at
ways for local authorities to take a
more proactive stance.
Research has shown that pubs
can add between £80,000-100,000
of value to communities. They
are also a vital part of the social
infrastructure and bring together
diverse groups of people who might
not otherwise meet one another.
There is a pressing need, therefore,
to find ways to unlock that value,
to prevent widespread demolition
or redevelopment of important
community assets. Once pubs
are demolished, or converted into
houses and supermarkets, they do
not return.
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putting together a tool kit that will
help local authorities that want to
carry this agenda forward.
There are a number of powers
that could be decisive if councils
know how to deploy them effectively:
• A well designed local plan can
specifically protect community
assets.
• Article 4 directions have been
shown to work in a number of
cases, including in Babergh and,
more recently, Cambridge.
• Communities can be encouraged
to list pubs as Assets of Community Value, which gives them a 6
month window to put in the first
bid if the pub goes up for sale.
• Relevant sections of the NPPF
stipulate that public houses and
community facilities should be
protected.
To build a better understanding
of how these, and other, powers
are being used we conducted a
series of interviews with councillors, planners, and campaigners.
Following this initial research LGiU
hosted a roundtable meeting in
Westminster, attended by Brandon
Lewis MP, DCLG minister for Pubs,
which brought together councillors
and officers from local authorities,
with officials from DCLG and civil
society organisations, to discuss
the issues in greater detail.
Concerns were raised around
the legal advice many councils
receive relating to article 4 directions, as well as the importance
of the commercial viability of pubs
that receive protection.
It is also widely felt that more
could be done to make listing
an Asset of Community Value a
more robust means of defending
against pub closure. Though this
is a fantastic opportunity for local
empowerment, there are serious
concerns about how effective it

really is in the long run. A great deal
of the responsibility of taking this
forward lies with local authorities,
but more could be done by central
government, including the removal
of permitted development rights
along with a listing.
The agenda around community
pubs is a truly important one for
local authorities to engage in. It
asks very important questions
about the role of government at
all levels and raises issues about
how citizens and communities
can actively participate in making
meaningful decisions that effect
the places they live in.

“It is felt that more
could be done to
make listing an Asset
of Community Value
a more robust means
of defending against
pub closure.”
There are limitations to what
can be done with planning policy.
Stretched resources and a host of
competing priorities makes it challenging for councils to take action
in this one area. But using these
tools creatively, and in a way that
engages and meets the needs of
citizens is precisely what localism
should be about. It has the potential
to be practical, meaningful, and to
work in the interests of citizens.
Andrew Walker is an LGiU policy
researcher

Postcard from San Francisco
Where c’llr magazine leads other, lesser publications, follow.
“What’s going on in San Francisco?” wailed a recent headline in
the New York Times. Of course you, dear reader, knew all about
the city’s dotcom boom courtesy of my June 2012 postcard. But
the new prosperity brings its own problems, writes Chris Mead.

Green
shoots growing out of control

W

hy is it all happening
in San Francisco
rather than Silicon
Valley, the traditional
home of high-tech innovation?
Well, the city is a great place to
live, especially compared with all
those dreary LA-wannabe towns to
the south. Within one block of our
condo you can find a comic book
store, a dancewear outlet, a strip
club, a brew-pub, Steinway piano
showrooms, and the Museum of the
African Diaspora. Further afield
you will find an organic cocktail
bar, float tank center, a tropical
rainforest in a bubble, a circus
school, pirate shop, and let’s not
forget the Museum of Vibrators. If
you look up San Jose (“the capital
of Silicon Valley”) attractions in
Wikipedia, the first one listed is
the Arizona Cactus Garden. Be still
my beating heart.

techs making substantially more.
And don’t get me started on Twitter,
which is head-quartered in San
Francisco; the company’s recent
stock market flotation created 1600
brand-new millionaires. The inevitable result has been soaring rents
with the house prices not far behind.
Another less publicized squeeze
on housing comes from a surge in
immigrants from mainland China.
These folk are not exactly your tired
‘n’ poor huddled masses; rather
they are members of the newlyaffluent elite, ready to pay cash
for good properties. The attraction
appears to be the Bay Area’s
universities, an established Asian
community and, perhaps, a stable
political environment; the story of
China over the last century is one of
titanic social convulsions and there
is no guarantee that there won’t be
more, so having a ready-made bolthole makes sense.
(Expect a NYT
article, circa 2015.)
To counter the
surge in prices
there is a push
to
build
more
affordable housing.
Out of the 40,000
units currently in
the
development
pipeline (virtually
all of them apartments), 5,000
are earmarked for low-income
residents. However, there’s a catch:
to qualify a family must have an
income below $64,000 a year. Fair
enough, but it leaves out many
middle-income earners. $100,000
per annum may sound like a king’s
ransom in Kentucky but here it’s
barely enough to fund a one bedroom

“Resentment of ‘Google buses’
boiled over when people
realized that they were illegally
using municipal bus stops to
pick up their passengers”
Here’s the problem: when I
wrote my postcard in 2012 things
were just beginning. Now all those
green-shoots are threatening to
engulf the entire city, and a lot
of people ain’t happy as the new
money threatens to push aside
the middle class. Fresh computer
science grads attract salaries of
$95,000 a year with experienced

Third Floor, 251 Pentonville Road,
London N1 9NG
020 7554 2800

flat. As a result, the city’s middleincome population is in danger of
being hollowed out, leaving just the
relatively poor and the well-off.
The principal counter-balance
is the city’s powerful rent control
laws which severely limit increases
for occupied units. But it is a twoedged sword: rent control protects
sitting tenants but discourages
mobility, and it gives landlords
strong motivation to find ways
to evict long-time residents. The
squeeze is even worse in the
commercial sector where rent laws
do not apply. Ironically, sky-high
commercial leases threaten to
push out the very establishments
that make San Francisco such a
fun place to live. Why pay $2500
a month for a studio apartment if
the Bondage-A-Go-Go has moved
across the Bay to Oakland?
One conspicuous symbol of the
new affluence is the line of sleek
air-conditioned coaches that each
morning ferry staff from San Francisco to the high-tech campuses

down in the Valley. Resentment of
‘Google buses’ boiled over when
people realized that they were illegally using municipal bus stops to
pick up their passengers. Protests
followed and the city did finally
squeeze a few hundred thousand
dollars out of the companies for use
of the stops, which is about what
the Facebook canteen pays every
month for artisanal muffins.
Despite
everything,
your
correspondent remains cautiously
optimistic that this nascent class
warfare will fade. Come a couple
of bad quarters and the bubble will
pop; green shoots will wither, rents
will drop, spoilt twenty-somethings
will get a taste of the cruel world,
and our little Babylon by the Bay
will go back to being its wonderful,
quirky self. Remember, you read
it here first; good luck finding the
story in the New York Times.
Chris Mead was IT director of the
City of Berkeley, California
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